CANCER: LET’S MEASURE THE IMMUNE SYSTEM!
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It is well known that the immune system (S.I.) plays a key role in protecting the organism from the
appearance of tumors and in the fight against them. Experimental confirmations, starting from the
50s, led to the concept of "tumor immunosurveillance" (Burnet 1957, 1970). In reality, the immune
response, both specific and nonspecific, both local and systemic, appears much more complex than
once thought and the formation of metastases today seems to be linked not only to the structure
and invasiveness of the primary tumor but also to the host-cancer relationship.
These observations have led, at least in part, to review the concept of immunosurveillance
and to include it in a set of complex interactions between the immune system and tumor cells
called "cancer immunoediting" (Dunn GP et al., 2002). According to this hypothesis, there would be
a continuous modification of the relationships between host and tumor. The host's immune
response could even contribute, by eliminating high immunogenicity cells, to the selection of more
resistant tumor clones. The microenvironment where the tumor develops therefore becomes a
complex and constantly changing "war scenario" represented by tumor cells, cells of the immune
system (and their cytokines), stromal cells and the extracellular matrix.

The main defense systems against the tumor are mainly the activation of cytotoxic CD8
lymphocytes and Natural Killer (NK) lymphocytes (Abbas et Al., 2014). In the process of
activation of cytotoxic CD8 lymphocytes, the tumor antigens, presented by the APCs on the
MHC (major histocompatibility complex) are recognized by the CD8 through a cross-priming
process that determines the activation and acquisition of the ability to kill the antigen
producing cells through the degranulation of perforins and granzymes. NKs, such as cytotoxic
lymphocytes, are also able to kill neoplastic cells by degranulation, but do not require the
presence of an MHC that has an antigen to activate. NKs affect cellular targets by verifying the
absence of MHC or the presence of abnormal MHC. They are activated by the release of the
cytokine IL12 by the macrophages and release in turn INF-gamma which further activates the
macrophage function and the production of IL-12, amplifying the response through a positive
feedback. In the processes of "immunoediting" the tumor cells can evade recognition
mechanisms or resist the effector mechanisms through various modalities including 1) the
cessation of production of a specific tumor antigen with consequent non-recognition of the
neoplasm by cytotoxic CD8 lymphocytes 2) blocking the expression of MHC 3) production by
the tumor of TGF-b, cytokine antagonist of IL-12, with consequent increase of the Treg
lymphocytes (Treg) and brake of the Th1-type response and of the activity of the NK with
consequent reduction of the production of INF-g and suppression of antitumor responses
implemented by the body. While in the first two cases the SI can use NKs cell instead of the
CD8 lymphocytes in the latter case the increase in TGF-b determines the global suppression of
all the possible immune responses (Finn, 2008), allowing the uncontrolled growth of the tumor.

In light of the above, therefore, it becomes essential both in prognostic terms and for
the evaluation of the efficacy integrated therapies the knowledge of the immune status
of the patient, even knowing that the evaluation of S.I. on peripheral blood may not
reflect the intralesional situation.
Microimmunotherapy (MIT) is a diagnostic and therapeutic method that makes use of
some specific laboratory tests in order to evaluate the SI, such as the study of
lymphocyte subpopulations (19 lymphocyte elements including their relationships are
examined, with a graphical representation in histograms that facilitate reading), dosage
of IgG antibody titers of the main herpes-viruses (cytomegalovirus, epstein-bar virus,
cold sores, genital, varicella / zoster virus) for the evaluation of possible viral
reactivations capable of interfering on the activity of the I.S. From the therapeutic
point of view MIT uses drugs based on cytokines, hormones, growth factors, specific
nucleic acids SNA, in low doses with the intent to modulate and regolate the responses
of S.I. and to adjust its efficacy. MIT can therefore help in all pathologies, both acute
and chronic, in which there is an imbalance of the immune system as in the case of
infectious diseases, oncology or autoimmune disease. From what has been reported
above, the importance of an evaluation of the I.S. in oncological diseases both at
baseline to assess their adequacy (evaluation T8c, NK, Treg, etc.) and during
supportive therapy to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed therapies (NK elevation,
Treg reduction), as well as the evaluation of viral reactivations that could interfere with
the activity of immune cells that are fundamental for the management of cancer
pathology.
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72 year old patient suffering from Kaposis’ sarcoma with gastric and skin lesions after
immnosuppressive therapy with steroids for IBD. It is highlighted S.I. inadequate (B
lymphocytes, NK, T8c, Treg adequate for pathology, rsIL2 increase)

53 year old woman suffering from mammary cancer, important psycho-physical stress
before the onset of the pathology. S.I. not adequate ihyporeactive (reduction T4, T8, B
lymphocytes, T8c, low NK, Treg adequate for pathology

59 yearold patient with a history of prostate cancer treated with radiotherapy and
rectum sigmoid carcinoma. Adequate immune system is observed with good NK, T8c
and low Treg response.

56 year old woman with breast cancer. An inadequate immune system
is observed (reduction of T4, T8, T8c, normal NK but with high Treg)

CASE REPORT 1
Patient with breast k, panel performed 1 year after the end of chemotherapy Patient
in good general condition, complete tumor response, disease free interval 1 year
and 6 months Th1 arm at the lower limits (NK and T8C), high Treg, rsIL2 normal

Microimmunotherapy with 2LC1

CASE REPORT 1, AFTER SIX MONTHS
Panel performed after six months of treatment with 2LC1, complete tumor response, disease
free interval 1 year and 6 months. General cellularity is increased. Increase cytotoxic arm (NK
and T8C), Treg decrease

CASE REPORT 2
CAM Centro Analisi Monza
Via Martiri delle Foibe,1 - Monza (MB)
Tel. 039 2397.222

Patient with k colon pT4, N0, M0. Complete tumor response, disease free
interval 6 months, does DATA
not NASCITA:
perform
CT. Low Th1 arm, high rsIL2.
NOME PAZIENTE: Marinotti Rubina
17/02/1947
Begins microimmunotherapy
with 2LC1
CODICE: 2017-45-8443
DATA PRELIEVO:
12/06/2017
TIPIZZAZIONE SOTTOPOPOLAZIONI LINFOCITARIE
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Microimmunotherapy with 2LC1
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CASE REPORT 2, AFTER 10 MONTHS
CAM Centro Analisi Monza
4 months of 2LC1
therapy.
Via Martiri delle Foibe,1 - Monza (MB)
Tel. 039 2397.222
Diagnosis of peritoneal
carcinosis, good general condition. Reduction of
and
T8c, increase DATA
in Treg
and17/02/1947
rsIL2
NOME PAZIENTE: NK
Marinotti
Rubina
NASCITA:
CODICE: 2017-45-12655
DATA PRELIEVO: 03/10/2017
2LC1 is maintained and
IL12 - INFɣ - TNF low doses 4CH are added.

TIPIZZAZIONE SOTTOPOPOLAZIONI LINFOCITARIE
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CASE REPORT 2, AFTER 14 MONTHS
8 months of therapy with 2LC1 + 4 months of IL-12, INF-gamma, TNFalfa low dose.
Stability of disease, good general condition Increase of NK and T8C,
collapse of Treg and rsIL2

‘If you cannot measure it, then it is not science’
• When you can measure what you are speaking
about, and express it in numbers, you know
something about it; but when you cannot measure
it, when you cannot express it in numbers, your
knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind: it
may be the beginning of knowledge, but you have
scarcely, in your thoughts, advanced to the stage
of science, whatever the matter may be.
Popular Lectures and Addresses vol. 1 (1889) ‘Electrical Units of Measurement’, delivered
3 May 1883

William Thomson, Lord Kelvin (1824-1907)
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